
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a display marketing manager.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for display marketing manager

Provides strategic direction and acts as day to day lead to display and video
marketing teams and current agencies to ensure established goals are
achieved while continuing to broaden program exposure
Ownership and management of multi-million dollar budgets (reforecast,
accruals, and invoices), creating test scenarios, and implement marketing mix
modeling
Forecast/reforecast traffic performance of channels based on budgets,
updates to strategy, planned testing and attribution tool influences provided
to senior eCom leadership team for site revenue and traffic projections
Optimization of segmentation strategies across regions and markets to drive
personalization and customer engagement
Partner with key stakeholders to integrate an attribution strategy into display
and video marketing’s strategies, with the end goal of driving enterprise
ROAS
Create 3-5 year plans for channels and testing roadmaps
Perform tests that have omni-channel focus and inform on the influence of
digital on store traffic
Provide support and direction for team members and assist with career
development
Lead annual and multi-year co-op strategy across premium softline and
hardline brands, continue to drive positive year over year multi-million
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Forecast and clearly communicate media strategies to internal stakeholders,
product marketing managers

Qualifications for display marketing manager

Ability to develop strong partnerships with business and marketing partners
Energetic and collaborative, with a self-starter approach to work
Strong analytical skills and a natural affinity for numbers is key
2-4 years of display marketing experience or a mix of consulting, technology
and digital in e-commerce experience with agency or retail organizations in a
display capacity
Ability to meet sales goals and understanding across all digital marketing
functions
Minimum of 3 years managing high volume retargeting and prospecting
display campaigns


